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Abstract
Selective Laser Melting is an efficient process for producing metal parts with minimal subtractive
post-processing required. Analysis of the parameters controlling the part quality has been
performed focussing on the energy intensity during processing and the effect of the particle size
distribution on factors such as ultimate tensile strength and surface finish. It is shown that the
controlling the energy intensity is key to quality and can be affected by varying, for example,
laser beam diameter or the scanning rate.
Keywords: Particle size distribution; Powder bed; Processing parameters; Quality of finishing
parts; Selective Laser Melting
1 Introduction

Selective laser melting (SLM) is a laser based additive manufacturing (AM) technique, which is
able to build complex geometries directly from 3D CAD (computer-aided design) models,
thereby allowing for great design freedom, and without the need of tooling [1-3]. As a process
similar to laser sintering (LS), SLM uses a higher energy input to enable full melting of the
powder bed materials, in order to build full dense parts without post-processing.
Optimal fabrication of parts using SLM requires a comprehensive understanding of the main
processing parameters. In SLM, energy input, powder bed properties and build conditions are
three leading factors that can affect the part‟s quality, which can be measured in various ways,
including final part density, surface finishing and mechanical properties.
Laser energy density, Eρ, is a key factor that affects the final part‟s quality in the SLM process to
quantify energy input [1]. It is defined by the laser power, P (W), laser scanning speed, u (mm/s)
and laser beam diameter, δ (mm) in the equation below.
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Powder bed properties, including bulk density and thermal properties, affect the final part
properties. Powder particle size distribution plays an important role in sintering kinetics and
powder bed formation [4, 5]. Investigations on the effect of particle size and size distribution have
been carried out for sintering ceramics [6-8]. However, the effect of particle size distribution on
laser sintering has not been well documented, especially in direct metal laser fabrication area [9, 10].
Also, investigations which compare the laser sintering behaviour of powders with similar average
size, but different size distribution range are very limited.
In this paper, the effect of various process parameters, both relating to the powder and the laser
properties, on final build quality is observed. In particular the effects on mechanical properties,
which are ultimately what defines performance in use, are considered.
2 Experimental procedures

2.1 Initial characterisation
Two sets of gas atomised Stainless Steel 316L powders were obtained from two suppliers,
Sandvik Osprey Ltd and LPW Technology Ltd. These were chosen for their similar chemical
composition (data provided by the suppliers), but different particle size distribution (as measured
by the suppliers). Supplier data indicated that Sandvik Osprey (SO) particle size was in the range
0-45µm and LPW Technology (LPW) in the range 15-45µm. Upon receipt, the powders were
characterised in house using a LEO 440 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and a Malvern
Mastersizer 2000 laser diffraction based particle size analyser with a Scirocco dry dispersion
accessory.
2.2 Powder bed density measurement
It is necessary to determine the powder bed density during the manufacturing process. To achieve
this, a container was produced by SLM with internal dimensions of 30mm(X), 30mm(Y),
30mm(Z) (Figure.1). During the building process, the blade delivers the powder uniformly across
the powder bed, but only the container is melted, leaving the unaffected powder within the
container. After the build, the powder inside the box was weighed using a scale with an accuracy
of 0.1mg and the packing density determined.
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Figure.1 Design of container built for powder bed density measurement
2.3 Powder flowability measurement
The powder flowability is a powder characteristic which can affect the particle distribution on the
powder bed, is itself affected by the powder particle size distribution. In SLM process, good
powder flowability is required to achieve uniform thickness of powder layers, which allows
uniform laser energy absorption in the processing area.
The Hausner ratio is a number which is correlated to the powder flowability. It is calculated using
the equation shown below [11]:

where ρT is tapped density of powder, and ρA is apparent density of powder. A Hausner ratio
greater than 1.25 is considered to be an indication of poor flowability [11]. Powder apparent and
tapped densities were measured according to ASTM D7481 to calculate the Hausner ratio.
Since moisture can affect the flowability of the powder, all powders used in this study were
heated within a sample oven (80⁰C) to reduce the humidity until the relative humidity was less
than 0.01% (measured by A&D MS-70 moisture analyser) before put inside the processing
chamber, which has a strict humidity controlled environment.
2.4 Finishing parts quality comparison
Tensile test specimens with a gauge length of 25mm and thickness of 3mm, designed according
to ASTM E8-09, were built using a commercial Selective Laser Melting workstation „MCP
SLM-Realizer 100‟ developed by MCP-HEK Tooling GmbH, which is equipped with a 50W
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continuous wave fibre laser with a beam diameter down to 0.026mm. For each brand‟s powder,
five groups of specimens were built using five different scanning speeds: 100mm/s, 150mm/s,
200mm/s, 250mm/s and 300mm/s. Another five groups of specimens were built with five
different laser beam diameters (measured using a camera based laser beam profiler) 0.026mm,
0.028mm, 0.030mm, 0.035mm, 0.048mm. Within each group the processing parameters were
same for all 5 specimens; the building chamber had an Argon atmosphere, which enabled an
oxygen content of less than 0.1%. Laser beam diameter and scanning speed can be parameterised
into a laser energy density using the equation above, and these are shown for each experiment in
in Tables 1 and 2.

Scanning speed variation
50W
Laser power
0.028mm
Laser beam diameter
100mm/s, 150mm/s, 200mm/s, 250mm/s,
Scanning speed
300mm/s
0.05mm
Layer thickness
0.08mm
Hatch distance
One scan each layer
Scanning strategy
Non
Pre-heating substrate
Table.1 Specimens built parameters using different scanning speeds

Laser beam diameter variation
50W
0.026mm, 0.028mm, 0.030mm, 0.035mm,
0.048mm
200mm/s
Scanning speed
0.05mm
Layer thickness
0.08mm
Hatch distance
One scan each layer
Scanning strategy
Non
Pre-heating substrate
Table.2 Specimens built parameters using different laser beam diameters
Laser power
Laser beam diameter

Final part density was measured by cross sectioning specimens and examining the porosity using
an optical microscope. Five cross sections were examined to obtain average density value for
each sample. Surface roughness was measured by Talylor Hobson Form Talysurf 50. Tensile
strength (UTS) and elongation at break were tested using an Instron 3369 and hardness was
measured using a Rockwell hardness testing machine (Avery 6402).
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3 Results and discussions

3.1 Particle shape, size and size distribution
Particle shapes examined by SEM are shown in Figure.2. Both the SO and the LPW powder
appear to be close to spherical with smooth surfaces. Visual inspection suggests that the SO
powder consists of a wider range of particle sizes than the LPW.

Figure.2 Left-Osprey, right-LPW powder under SEM, mag=500
Measured particle size distributions of SO and LPW powders are shown in Figure.3. The clearly,
the two powders have a distinctly different distribution. The SO powder has a wider range and
contains significantly more fine particles (<10µm). The mean sizes are close, 27.533µm (SO) and
29.294µm (LPW).

Figure.3 Particle size distribution measured by Mastersizer 2000
3.2 Powder bed density and powder flowability
Apparent density, powder bed density and tapped density of the powders are shown in Table.3. A
wider range of particle sizes usually allows a higher density to be achieved as the smaller
particles can fit in the gaps between the larger particles and this is reflected in the generally
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higher bed density observed for the SO powder. This is likely to be beneficial for the final part.
However, the higher density will result in great friction and more possibilities for particles to
“lock” together during flow, and thus reduced flowability is seen for the SO powder, shown in
Table 4.
Brand

Apparent density
(g/ml)

Powder bed
density (g/ml)

Tapped density
(g/ml)

4.54
5.312
5.54
Osprey
4.33
4.88
5.03
LPW
Table.3 Measured apparent density, powder bed density and tapped density

Brand

Hausner ratio

1.22
Osprey
1.16
LPW
Table.4 Measured powder flowability
3.3 Density of the finishing parts
Scanning
Speed
Osprey
LPW

100mm/s

150mm/s

200mm/s

250mm/s

300mm/s

99.45%
99.93%
99.55%
99.37%
99.30%
99.85%
99.65%
99.02%
97.91%
97.22%
Table.5 Average density of parts built using different scanning speeds

Table 5 shows the measured density of the final parts, as a percentage of the full density, i.e., the
density achievable with zero porosity. Generally a downward trend in density is observed with
increasing scanning speed, reflecting the reduced energy input into the material [12-14]. In addition,
the LPW, which was previously observed to have a lower powder bed density, is typically found
to have a lower part density than the SO parts, suggesting a possible link between the powder bed
density (and thus the particle size distribution) and the final part density. Typical cross-sections
of the samples are shown in Figure.4. There is a small drop in average density for SO parts from
150mm/s to 100mm/s with even more energy delivered, and can be caused by fine particles
vaporise due to the high temperature generated on the powder bed [13].
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Figure.4 Cross section of parts built on 300mm/s, left-Osprey, right-LPW
Table 6 shows the average density of parts built using five laser beam diameters.
Beam
diameter
Osprey
LPW

0.026mm

0.028mm

0.030mm

0.035mm

0.048mm

99.90%
99.55%
99.45%
99.26%
98.53%
99.93%
99.02%
98.63%
97.98%
96.72%
Table.6 Average density of parts built using different laser beam diameters

A similar trend is observed for laser beam diameter. As the diameter is increased, then for the
same power, the density tends to decrease. This reflects the same trend in the energy intensity as
the beam diameter is increased or the scanning speed increased. Same trend was observed for
samples built under different scanning speeds: the Osprey samples perform better than LPW‟s
when using larger laser beam diameters. Again, the LPW parts are typically found to have a
lower part density than the SO parts.
3.4 Surface roughness of the finishing parts
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show measured side and top surface roughness Ra for both SO and LPW
parts.
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Figure.5 Side surface roughness for both SO and LPW parts
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Figure.6 Top surface roughness for both SO and LPW parts
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The results for roughness are more confused. There are suggestions of an increase in roughness
as the laser energy intensity is decreased, though there is some significant variation from this,
particularly for the top surface roughness of parts built using both SO and LPW powder.
SO parts have better side surface finishing than LPW parts, suggesting a possible link between
the particle size distribution and the final parts side surface finishing.
Top surface is usually rougher than side surface on SLM built parts, as can be seen from Figure 5
and 6. Lowest Ra of top surface was observed between the input laser energy density from
7J/mm2 to 10J/mm2 for both SO and LPW parts. Higher energy intensity input introduced
rougher top surface due to high thermal stresses and non-uniform solidification rate across the
powder bed. Top surface roughness of SO parts varies in smaller range compared with LPW parts.
3.5 Tensile strength and elongation of the finishing parts
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) and elongation at failure of the
samples built using both SO and LPW powders.
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Figure.7 UTS of both SO and LPW parts
Both SO and LPW parts experienced a first increase and then decrease in UTS with increasing
the laser energy density. Observed from Figure 7, LPW parts have higher tensile strength than
SO parts. A drop in UTS under higher energy intensity input was also observed for both SO and
LPW parts.
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Figure.8 Elongation of both SO and LPW parts
The results for elongation show the similar trend as UTS of both SO and LPW parts, except for
LPW parts under high laser energy density. SO parts have higher elongation than LPW parts in
most energy intensity, as can be seen from Figure 8.
3.6 Hardness of the finishing parts
Figure.9 shows measured Rockwell B hardness of both SO and LPW parts.
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Figure.9 Hardness under different scanning speeds
The results for hardness are more confused. These are suggestions of an increase in hardness as
the energy intensity is increased, although there is significant variation for parts using SO powder.
Rockwell B hardness of SO parts stayed in a small range between 68 and 72, but didn‟t form a
clear trend under different laser energy density, observed from Figure 9. LPW parts have larger
hardness than SO parts when high energy intensity was delivered.
4 Summary conclusions

Powders with different particle size distribution behave differently in selective laser melting
process, and introduce differences in powder bed distribution and built part‟s quality.
Powder with wider range of particle size provides higher powder bed density, generates higher
density parts under low laser energy intensity, and generates smoother side surface finishing parts.
Powder with narrower range of particle size provides better flowability, generates parts with
higher UTS and larger hardness.
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